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From the Desk of
Chairman Message

CA. Yogesh Agrawal

Respected Members,  

I  feel  immensely  happy  to  present  before  you  the
Newsletter for the current month. 
During the last month March 2022, we conducted first
ever Holi (Rangotsav)  Festival  at  our  branch  where
more   than   100   students   &   20  members  actively
participated  in  it.
  We also introduced  first  ever  audio  newsletter  with
our March 2022 Newsletter. We are the First Branch of
ICAI in the whole country to introduce  this  innovative
concept where members can listen the Newsletter as
per his/her comfort.
We had also conducted offline activities like Outreach Program for Trusts,  Women
Conference on the occasion of Women’s Day, Bank Branch  Audit  Seminar, Use  of
Technology to do Smart Audit. Also various study circle meetings were conducted
by Women Empowerment Committee of Aurangabad Branch.

We also formed total 17 committee’s where the Chairperson and Vice Chairperson
ranges  from  the  senior  members  of  our  branch  to  the  young  members  who
recently became part of our circle. 

In March 2022, Capital Budget for Solar Installation and  for  Building  Maintenance
got   sanctioned   from   ICAI,   New  Delhi.   Approval   for   Solar   Installation  is  big
achievement   and   we    sincerely    express    our     gratitude     to    Infrastructure
Development  Committee   of  ICAI  for  according  approval  for  both  the  Capital
Expenditure. 

The branch committee takes a lot of effort to organize any  event,  the  success  of
which is pre-dominantly depends on your participation and  auspicious  presence.
You are requested to please attend offline programs / seminars organized by your
branch. 

Thank you!!! 

Your BMC is very happy to announce its Women’s first ever  International  RRC  to
Nepal wherein everything will be organized by  Aurangabad  CA  Women  brigade
only.  

Last   Month,   We   could   add   one   more   feather   in   the   basket   of  Branch  by
submitting unaudited Financial Statement for FY 21-22 on 31st March 2022 itself.
And we also submitted  audited  Financial  Statements  on  the  very  first  day  of
April 2022. We are proudly  mentioning  that  Aurangabad  is  the  first  Branch  to
submit unaudited and audited financial  statements  to  WIRC  and   ICAI   across
 the  India followed by Ahmednagar Branch of ICAI.
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Activities Conducted
in March 2022

MARCH MONTH
ACTIVITY REPORT

2022
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Sr.
No Date Program & Topics Chief Guest Speakers Venue ProgramType

1 05-Mar-22 Outreach program for
Trusts &
Institutions 
 

Charitable
ICAI Bhavan, 
Aurangabad

Outreach
Program

2 06-Mar-22 One day Women
Conference

CA Kavita Nath, CA Aishwarya 
Bramhecha & CA Namita

Gangwal

Pacific Naturofeels, 
Aurangabad

One Day Conference

3 09-Mar-22 Income Tax Dept organised
3 part series for CPC
Related Issues 

Income Tax Office, 
Aurangabad

11 March to 
30 March 

2022

Mock Test Series I ICAI Bhavan, 
Aurangabad

Mock Test 1

5

6

4

18-Mar-22 WICASA - RANGOTSAV ICAI Bhavan, 
Aurangabad

Holi Activities

21 to 27 Mar 
2022

GST Compliance training Zoom Platform Virtual Meeting

7 22-Mar-22 One Day Seminar on Bank 
Branch Audit

Shri. Milind B Gharad,
Chairman Maharashtra

Gramin Bank 

CA Atul Bheda, CA Abhjeit
Kelkar, CA Maheshwar

Marathe, CA Abhay  Katariya 

ICAI Bhavan, 
Aurangabad

One Day Seminar

8 23-Mar-22 Live CGST Outreach
Program on Recent
changes in GST and
Discussion on difficulties
faced by Tax Payers   

Hon Commission of CGST
and Central Excise Shri

Manojkumarji Rajak  

Income Tax Office, 
Aurangabad

Outreach Program

9 26-Mar-22 Half Day Seminar of S.
Vaidyanath Aiyar Memorial
Lecture on Use of Technology
to do Smart Audit
 

ICAI Bhavan, 
Aurangabad

Half Day Seminar

10 28-Mar-22 VCM on New Age Practice - 
Insolvency & Bankruptcy 
Opportunities For CA’s

CA.Gopal Krishna Raju,
Chennai 

Zoom Platform Virtual CPE Meeting

Hon. Principal Chief
Commissioner of Income
Tax,(Exemptions) Delhi,

Smt. Rashmi Saxena Sahni  



Photos Of Event
Conducted

Photos Of March Month 2022

Dated 5 March 2022, Outreach program for Trusts & Charitable
Institutions  with  Income  Tax  Department,  Lightning  of  lamp,
L-R, Aurangabad Branch CA Amol Godha, Aurangabad Branch
Vice   Chairman   CA   Ganesh  Bhalerao,   Aurangabad  Branch
Secretary CA Kedar Pande, Aurangabad  Branch  Chairman CA
Yogesh   Agrawal,   Chief   Guest    Hon.    Hon.    Principal    Chief
Commissioner of Income Tax (Exemptions) Delhi, Smt.  Rashmi
Saxena    Sahni,    CIT    HQ    Delhi,    Shri.    Tarique    Kalim,    CIT
(Exemptions) ,  Pune  ,  Shri.   Abhinay   Kumbhar,   Aurangabad
WICASA     Chairman     CA    Mahesh    Indani,    Additional    CIT
(Exemptions)      ,      Aurangabad,      Shri.     Vishwas     Mundhe,
Aurangabad Branch Committee Member CA Rupali Bothara.
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Photos Of Event Conducted

Dated 12 March 2022, Women Study Circle on HUF formation
and TAX planning for HUF by CA Preeti Aasawa

Dated 6 March 2022, One Day Women Conference at Pacific
Naturofeels, Aurangbaad 
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Photos Of Event Conducted
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Dated 18 March 2022, Rangostav By Aurangabad WICASA

Dated from 21 to 27 March 2022, In-Dept GST Compliance
Training for Articles in CA Office jointly with Pune WICASA



Photos Of Event Conducted
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Dated 22 March 2022, One day Seminar on Bank  Branch  Audit,
Lightning of Lamp, Dignitaries from  L-R , Branch  Treasurer  CA
Amol   Godha ,  Branch  Vice  Chairman  CA  Ganesh  Bhalerao,
WICASA  Chairman  CA  Mahesh  Indani , Branch  Secretary  CA
Kedar Pande, Chief Guest Hon. Chairman Maharashtra Gramin
Bank,   Shri   Milind  B  Gharad  ,  Branch  Chairman  CA  Yogesh
Agrawal, Speaker 1 CA Atul Bheda, Speaker 2 CA  Abhijit  Kelkar
& Branch Committee Member CA Rupali Bothara.
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Photos Of Event Conducted

Dated 26 March 2022, Half Day Seminar of S. Vaidyanath  Aiyar
Memorial Lecture  on   Use  of  Technology  to  do  Smart  Audit,
Presentation   of   Momento   to  Speaker   CA  kedar  Pande  by
Session Co-ordinator Ca Mukund Page. 

Dated   26   March  2022,  Women  Study  Circle   on   E - Invoice
applicability and procedure & on  Updates  in  GST  ITC  sec  38
rule 86 by CA Shraddha Kacheshwar & CA Ashwini Satpute



Know Your Ethics
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Q.   Whether “indebtedness” for the purposes of Chapter – X of Council General Guidelines, 2008
       applicable in case of internal audit??

A.   The Council decided that for the purposeof Appointment of an auditor when he is indebted to
       a concern, as dealt with under Chapter X of the Council General Guidelines, 2008, the term
       “auditor’ shall not include internal auditor, concurrent auditor or an auditor giving report to
       the Management. In other words, the provision relating to criteria/limit of indebtedness shall
       apply only to statutory audits.

Q.    Whether “indebtedness” for the purposes of Chapter – X of Council General Guidelines,
        2008 include loan taken by the member against a Fixed Deposit?

A.    Yes, “indebtedness” for the purposes of Chapter –X of Council General Guidelines, 2008
       includes loan taken by a member against Fixed Deposit. Accordingly, it is not permissible for
       him to accept audit assignment of a bank in case he has taken loan against a Fixed Deposit
       held by him in that bank.

Q.    Whether there is any ceiling on the number of Company audit (Statutory Audit) assignments
        that can be taken up by a member in practice or a Firm of Chartered Accountants?

A.    Yes, in view of the Chapter VIII of Council General Guidelines, 2008 member in practice or a
       proprietary firm of Chartered Accountant can accept 30 audit assignments whether in respect
       of private Companies or other Companies, with the exception of one person Companies and
       dormant companies.

Q.   Whether the statutory auditors consisting of ten or more members can conduct the branch
       audits of the same company?

A.    he Council has decided certain self regulatory measures in order to ensure a healthy growth
       of the profession and an equitable flow of professional work among the members. One of the
       recommendations of this nature is that the branch audits of a company should not be
       conducted by its statutory auditors consisting of ten or more members, but should be
       conducted by the local firms of auditors consisting of less than ten members. This should not
       be understood to mean any restriction on the right of the statutory auditors to have access
       over branch accounts conferred under the Companies Act.
       This restriction may not apply in the following cases:

(i)    where the accounting records of the branches are maintained at the head office of the respective 
         companies; and
(ii)    where significant operations of an undertaking or a company are carried out at its branch office.



CA. Poonam Yadav
Membership No: 609869

poonamyadav273@gmail.comThe   worlds  most   valuable  resource  is   now   data.
Smartphone and internet have made data abundant
and more valuable. Artificial Intelligence Techniques extract more value from data.
As individual accumulates information which transforms data into knowledge that
needs decentralized, autonomous mechanism so that knowledge  can  be  shared
fairly amongst all the people in the  world, not  just  within  Corporation.  Blockchain
technology gives us that mechanism.

Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that  makes  it  difficult  or
impossible to change, hack or cheat the system.A Blockchain is essentially a digital
ledger of transactions that is duplicated and distributed across the entire  network
of computer systems on the Blockchain. 

This  means  if  one  block  in  one  chain  was  changed,  it  would  be  immediately
apparent it had been tampered with. If  hackers  wanted  to  corrupt  a  blockchain
system, they would  have  to  change  every  block  in  the  chain, across  all  of  the
distributed versions of the  chain. Blockchains  such  as  Bitcoin  and  Ethereum  are
constantly and continually growing as blocks are being added to the chain,  which
significantly adds to the security of the ledger. Even Chartered  accountant’s  apex
body ICAI will explore the use of blockchain technology in auditing.

Blockchain technology offers an opportunity to streamline financial  reporting  and
audit  processes.   Each   audit   process   begins   with   different  information   and
schedules that require an auditor to invest significant time when planning an audit.
In a Blockchain world, an auditor will have near  real-time  data  access  via  read -
only   nodes  on   Blockchains.  This  may   allow  an  auditor  to  obtain  information
required for the audit in a consistent, recurring format.

Each block in the chain contains a number of transactions, and  every  time  a new
transaction occurs on  the  blockchain, a  record  of  that  transaction  is  added  to
every   participant’s   ledger.  The  decentralised  database  managed  by  multiple
participants is known as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT).Blockchain  is a type
of  DLT   in   which   transactions  are  recorded  with  an  immutable  cryptographic
signature called a Hash.

Blockchain -
A new Arena
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As   more   and   more  entities   and   processes   migrate  to  Blockchain  solutions,
accessing information in the Blockchain  will  likely  to  become  more  efficient.  For
example,  if  a  significant  class  of  transactions  for  an  industry  is  recorded  in  a
Blockchain, it might be possible for an auditor to develop software to  continuously
audit organizations using the Blockchain. 

Further, speeding up audit preparation activities could help reduce the lag between
the transaction and verification dates. Reducing lag time could offer the opportunity
to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of  financial reporting and  auditing  by
enabling   management   and   auditors   to   focus   on  riskier  and  more  complex
transactions while conducting routine auditing in near real time. By giving  auditors
access to unalterable audit evidence, the pace of financial reporting  and  auditing
could be improved significantly.

Blockchain has the potential to enhance the accounting profession by reducing the
costs of maintaining and reconciling ledgers, and providing absolute certainty over
the ownership and history of assets. Blockchain could help accountants gain clarity
over the available resources and obligations of their organisations, and also free up
resources to concentrate on planning and valuation, rather than recordkeeping.

Blockchain   is   a   protocol   for   exchanging   value  over  the  internet  without  an
intermediary, such as a  central  bank. It  is  the  technology  allows  for  the  secure
management of a public ledger  or  database  (also  referred  to  as  a ‘ distributed
ledger’), where transactions are verified and securely stored on a  network  without
a physical governing central authority. Blockchain technology is the backbone that
supports crypto currencies such as Bitcoins.

Blockchain is believed to have the similar disruptive potential that the internet had
in   the  1990s. Just  like  the  internet   revolutionized  the  exchange  of  information,
Blockchain is being said to revolutionize the exchange of value.  Clearly,  Chartered
Accountants,   CFOs   and  business  leaders  are  intrigued  by  the  promise  of  the
Blockchain technology. Blockchain  as  the  emerging  technology  which  will  soon
have significant influence on the CA profession  and  the  office  of  the  CFO  in  the
near future. . It gives a perspective of how the professionals will need to up skill and
prepare themselves to embrace the new technologies that will define the future  of
finance.

Blockchain - A new Arena
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CA. Vaibhav Kale
Membership No:  608059
cavaibhavkale@gmail.com

Identification of NPA and Some Important terms need
to be known while doing  NPA Audit of bank.

As a Statutory Auditor, you cannot just depend  on  the
accounts identified by the  system. The  auditor  needs
to go extra mile to identify the hidden NPA accounts.

Banks Assets Classification  is  broadly  guided  by  the
RBI’s Master Circular dated  July 1st,  2015  which  deals
with ‘Prudential norms on Income  Recognition,  Asset
Classification and Provisioning pertaining to Advances.’

Accordingly a non ¬performing asset (NPA) is a loan
or an advance where;

i. interest and/  or  instalment  of  principal  remain
       overdue for  a  period  of  more  than  90  days  in
       respect of a term loan,

ii.  the  account   remains   ‘out of order’  in  respect  of  an  Overdraft/Cash  Credit
        (OD/CC),

iii.  the bill remains overdue for a  period of more than 90 days in the  case  of  bills
        purchased and discounted,

iv. the instalment of principal or  interest  thereon  remains  overdue  for  two  crop
       seasons for short duration crops,

v. the instalment of principal or  interest  thereon  remains  overdue  for  one  crop
       season for long duration crops,
vi. The amount of liquidity facility remains outstanding for more  than  90  days,  in
        respect of a securitization  transaction  undertaken  in  terms  of  guidelines  on
        securitization.
vii. in  respect  of  derivative   transactions,  the  overdue  receivables  representing
       positive mark-to-market value of a derivative contract, if these  remain  unpaid
       for a period of 90 days from the specified due date for payment.

viii. In case of interest payments, banks should, classify an account  as  NPA  only  if
       the interest due and charged during any quarter is not serviced  fully  within  90
       days from the end of the quarter.

Classification Of NPA
And Its IMP Terms
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Broadly speaking, classification of  assets  into  above  categories  should  be  done
taking into account the degree of well-¬defined credit weaknesses and  the  extent
of dependence on collateral security for realization of dues.

RBI has constantly giving instruction to the Banks to establish  appropriate  internal
systems   ( including   technology   enabled   processes)   for    proper   and   timely
identification of NPAs, especially in respect of high value accounts.

Even though various RBI guidelines and Regulation placed on the Bank there  is  still
there is some of the account that’s need to be classified as NPA  still  they  show  as
standard   Assets   on   the   basis  of  management  judgement.  So  that  Statutory
Auditors are required to be diligent while certifying  the  asset  classification  of  the
Branch.

The availability of security or net worth of borrower/ guarantor should not be  taken
into Account for the purpose of treating an advance as NPA.

i. Availability of security / net worth of borrower/ guarantor

The classification of an asset as NPA should be  based  on  the  record  of  recovery.
Bank should not classify an advance account as NPA merely due  to  the  existence
of some Deficiencies which are  temporary  in  nature  such  as  non -availability  of
adequate drawing Power based on the latest available  stock  statement,  balance
outstanding exceeding the limit temporarily, non -submission of  stock  statements
and non -renewal of the limits on the Due date, etc.

ii.  Accounts with temporary deficiencies

The asset classification of borrowed accounts where a solitary or a few  credits  are
Recorded before the balance sheet date should be handled with care and  without
scope  For  subjectivity.  Where  the  account  indicates  inherent  weakness  on  the
basis of the data Available, the account should be deemed as a NPA. 
In   other   genuine   cases,   the  banks  must  furnish  satisfactory  evidence  to  the
Statutory Auditors/Inspecting Officers  about  the  Manner  of  regularization  of  the
account to eliminate doubts on their performing status. 

iii. Accounts regularized near about the balance sheet date

Where a borrower  entity  is  enjoying  different  kind  of  credit  facilities,  then  asset
Classification is to be done borrower  wise  and  not  facility  wise.  Therefore,  if  one
account of the borrower is classified as NPA, all the facilities granted  by  a  bank  to
a borrower will have to be treated  as  NPA  and  not  the  particular  facility  or  part
thereof which has become Irregular.

iv. Asset Classification to be borrower -wise and not facility -wise

OTHER POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION IN ASSET CLASSIFICATION BY  BANKS:  Following
points   can   also   be   useful   to   a  Statutory  Auditor  while  certifying  the  assets
Classification:

Following are Term Use in the doing the NPA Audit of Bank.

Classification Of NPA And Its IMP Terms
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Asset classification of accounts under consortium should be based  on  the  record
of Recovery   of   the   individual   member   banks.  Where  the  remittances  by  the
borrower under Consortium lending arrangements are pooled with one bank  and/
or where  the  bank  Receiving  remittances is  not parting  with  the  share  of  other
member banks, the account Will be  treated  as  not  serviced  in  the  books  of  the
other member banks and therefore, be Treated as NPA.

v.  Advances under consortium arrangements

Advances against term deposits,  NSCs  eligible  for  surrender,  IVPs,  KVPs  and  life
policies Need not be treated as NPAs, provided adequate margin is available in the
accounts. Advances against gold ornaments, government securities and  all  other
securities are not Covered by this exemption.
Reserve   Bank  of  India  &  SEBI  have  issued  various  directions  for  correct   asset
Classification and compliance of provisioning norms from time to  time. Hence  the
Responsibility   of   Auditors   has   increased    manifold    as    the    system    driven
identification of NPA accounts is not full  proof.  Attempt  should  be  made  that  no
deviations are observed in Asset classification, post completion of Statutory Audit. 

vi.  Advances against Term Deposits, NSCs, KVPs/IVPs, etc.

Classification Of NPA And Its IMP Terms
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Gifts - Taxable or Not ?

CA. Vipul Ladda
Membership No: 608501

cavipulladda@gmail.com

India is a country of close-knitted families and having a lot of reasons to celebrate
owing to its diversified culture,  customs  and  religion.  Numerous  occasions  arise
where gifts  are  exchanged. In  fact,  gifting  each  other  is  a  symbol  of  love  and
affection and can also be a symbol of social status. 
However, many a time gifts can also be a part of  tax  planning/tax  evasion.  While
tax  planning   done   within  the  framework  of  law  is  permissible,  tax  evasion  is
prohibited and can be penalized. Thus, the  recurrent question that may  arouse  is
about the Taxability of Gifts under Income Tax Act,1961. 

It is to be noted that gifts received by any person are subject to Income  Tax as per
the provisions of section 56(2), Gifts received by any person are taxable  under the
head of “Income from other Sources”. It is immaterial whether the gift is received in
the form of cash or in the form of  property.  But, to  provide  relief  to  genuine  gifts
between relatives, Section 56(2) itself exempt s gift  received  by  any  person  from
his/her   relatives   in   the   case   of   an  individual.  So,  it   becomes  important  to
understand the meaning of the various terms in connection  of  the  Gifts  to  claim
the benefit of exemption by the taxpayer in terms of the Income Tax Act.

Taxability of Gifts under
Income Tax Act,1961
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The provisions relating to gift tax have been  dealt  with  under  Section  56(2)(x)  of
the Income-tax Act, 1961. These provisions have been briefly  captured  in  the  form
of the table below:

Taxability of Gifts under Income Tax Act,1961
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SR. 
NO. KIND OF GIFT MONETORY 

THRESHHOLD QUANTUM TAXABLE 

1  Any sum of money without 
consideration 

Sum greater 
than Rs. Fifty 

thousands 
Entire sum of money received 

2 
Any immovable property 
such as land, building etc 

without consideration 

Stamp duty 
value greater 
than Rs. Fifty 

thousands 

Stamp duty value of the property 

3 
Any immovable property 

for inadequate 
consideration 

Stamp duty 
value exceeds 
consideration 

by Rs. Fifty 
thousand or 

more 

Excess of Stamp duty value over 
consideration 

Example 1: Stamp duty value Rs 
Two lakh and Consideration Rs. 
Seventy Five thousands. Taxable 

amount is Rs One lakh twenty five 
thousands Because stamp duty value 

exceeds consideration by Rs Fifty 
thousand or more   

Example 2 : In Example 1, if 
consideration  is Rs One lakh sixty 
thousands, taxable gift is is Nil as 
stamp duty value does not exceed 
consideration by Rs Fifty thousand 

4 

Any property (jewellery, 
shares, drawings etc) other 
than immovable property 

without consideration 

Fair market 
value is greater 
than Rs. Fifty 

thousands 

Fair market value of such property 

5 
Any property other than 

immovable property for a 
consideration 

Fair market 
value exceeds 
consideration 

by Rs. Fifty 
thousand or 

more 

Excess of Fair market value over 
consideration 

 



As  mentioned  above,  certain  specified  gifts  received  by  any  person  from  any
person/persons attract gift tax. However, here are some exceptions to this.

Taxability of Gifts under Income Tax Act,1961
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SR. 
NO. RECEPIENT DONOR OCCASION 

1 Individual Relative Not applicable 
2 Individual Any person Marriage of Individual 

3 Any person Any person Under a will or by way 
of inheritance 

4 Any person Individual In contemplation of 
death of donor 

5 Any person 

Local authority – Panchayat, 
Municipality, Municipal 
Committee and District Board, 
Cantonment Board 

Not applicable 

6 Any person 

from any fund or foundation or 
university or other educational 
institution or hospital or other 
medical institution or any trust 
or institution referred to Section 
10(23C) 

Not applicable 

7 Any person 
Any charitable or religious trust 
registered under section 12A or 
section 12AA 

Not applicable 

8 

From any fund or foundation 
or university or other 
educational institution or 
hospital or other medical 
institution or any trust or 
institution referred to Section 
10(23C) 

Any person Not applicable 

9 Members of HUF HUF 

Any distribution of 
capital assets on total 
or partial partition of a 
HUF 

10 
Trust created or established 
solely for the bene�it of 
relative of the Individual 

Individual Not applicable 

 



What a ‘Relative’ means for the purpose of gifts?
The answer to this question lies in Explanation to  clause  (vii) of  section  56(2).  So,
we will move ahead to read the aforesaid explanation to  understand  whether  the
gift received in our case is taxable or not.

For the purpose of this section, “relative” means:

In the case of HUF, all members would be considered as its relative.

Taxability of Gifts under Income Tax Act,1961
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CA. Anup Joshi
anup10joshi@gmail.com

International Sanctions are penalties imposed by one
country on another, to stop  it  acting  aggressively  or
breaking international  law.  These  sanctions  can  be
economic, diplomatic  and  military.  Moreover,  these
sanctions can be on governments or on individuals.

What are International Sanctions? 

Sanctions on India

Current Scenario….

The Chart below depicts the current scenario of sanctions.
(Source: Statista)

Canada was the first country to impose  sanctions  on  India  in  1974  after  nuclear
tests, United states and Japan both  imposed  sanctions  on  in  1998  over  nuclear
tests  conducted   by   India,  however  these  were  weakened  through  exceptions
and lifted within one year.

Owing to the Russia-Ukraine crisis,  Russia  is  the  most  sanctioned  country  (over
5500 sanctions). United States have already banned  import  of  oil  and  gas  from
Russia and UK along with European Union are also planning to  phase  out  Oil  and
gas imports by the end of 2022  and  2030.  Various  Financial  measures  taken  by
western countries includes Suspension from the bank for international settlements,
removal from international financial  messaging  system  swift,  Russian  state  and
major companies cannot raise or borrow money. Economic measures include ban
on exports (dual used civilian & military products) to Russia, Ban on use  of  US,  UK,
Canadian airspace.

International Sanction ,
Current Scenario Impact
On India
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Immediate global impact of Russia-Ukraine crisis

Trade scenario of India with Russia
(Source: Trading economics andOEC world)

 Russia  accounts   for   12%   of  world’s  oil  and  about  16%  of  natural  gas  and
       immediate impact of war was surge in crude oil price to $139 per barrel near to
       all time high of $146 (2008).

 Both Ukraine and Russia are largest and  2nd  largest  supplier  of  sunflower  oil
       and thus the prices have already reached to 14-year high.

 Russia being 3rd largest supplier of gold, gold prices has soared to a  19-month
       high.

 The Prices of aluminum and copper have risen by 30% and nickel  by 70%  since
       January.

 The  semi-conductor   industry  is  staring  at  supply  crisis.  Chips,  microchips,
       semiconductors   are   crucial   for   functioning   of   computers.   The   two  raw
       materials for chip making are neon gas and palladium. Ukraine provides  more
       than 90% of high-grade neon and Russia provides 1/3rd of palladium.

 Russia  -  Ukraine  crisis   have  contributed   to  increase  in  short-term  market
       volatility.  There  was  parade  of  global  stock  sell  off.  Stock  markets  in  India,
       Japan, Hong Kong, S Korea and Australia went down by almost 3%  and  atleast
       10%-15% from all time high at that time. But the overall  stock  market  has  been
       affected by multiple troubles: fears of rising interest rates, sizzling  inflation  and
       continuing supply- chain bottlenecks.

 The impact of the war has been felt on crypto  market  too.  The  price  volatility
       appears to be creating  lot  of  movements  in  the  crypto  markets,  the  crypto
       currencies including bitcoin, Ethereum, solana, cardano, terra plunged between
       10-18%.
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Trade scenario of India with Russia
(Source: Trading economics andOEC world)
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Imports from Russia (US$ 5.94 Billion in 2020)

Other Miscellaneous includes Commodities  not
specified     according     to     kind,    paper    and
paperboard, salt, Sulphur, cement, plastics, etc.

Exports to Russia (US$ 2.56 Billion in 2020)

Other    Miscellaneous    includes    Fish    and
aquatic   invertebrates,   vehicles,  chemical
products, cereals,  oil  seeds,  fruits,  articles
of iron and steel, plastics, rubbers, etc.

Trade scenario with Ukraine
(Source: Trading economics and OEC world)

Imports from Ukraine (US$ 720.21 Million in 2019)

Other  Miscellaneous   includes   Dried  legumes,
sawn wood, clays, Metal rolling, etc.

Imports from Ukraine (US$ 720.21 Million in 2019)

Other   Miscellaneous   includes   Food   stuff,
Mineral     products,     Plastics    and   rubber,
textiles, Instruments, etc.



Analysis, Impact and conclusion of various trade scenario
Analysis of above pie charts points out clearly that India  mainly  imports  crude oil
and  mineral  oils  and   fuels   from   Russia   which   accounts   only  1.96%  of  total
Mineral   fuel  and  oil.  On  the  contrary  India  is  highly  dependent  on  imports  of
seed     oils   (for  ex.  Sunflower  oil)    from   Ukraine   i.e.,  nearly  82% . So,  will  it  be
considered  fine  if  India  imports  the  same from countries other than Russia  and
Ukraine? 

Well answer is complicated than it seems!! Considering all options, for example fall
in rupee  value  against  dollar,  India’s  contracts  with  other  countries,  sanctions,
India’s oil dependency and cost of oil imports, alternative resource sources etc. 
India is highly dependent on imports of crude  oil.  In  current  fiscal  year  India  will
spend more than US$100 billion on crude oil imports which accounts nearly 20%  of
total  import   bill.  So,   India   will   look   for  opportunities  which  would  reduce  its
dependence on import and also reduce foreign currency expenditure. 

Post Russian invasion Indian Rupee to US dollar  has  weaken  by  2.5%.  Russia  has
offered crude oil at discounted rates. And on the same note, Indian govt. is  looking
into ways to pay import bill in rupees than in dollar to Russia, and  the  counterpart
will pay for its imports from India through it’s rupee reserves, the only problem with
this is the falling ruble value, there will be problem to decide fix fair  exchange  rate
due to this, also ruble in Indian bank’s Russian  account  (Vostro account)  will  lose
value due  to  international  sanctions.  Moreover,  Russia  being  cut  off  from  Swift
financial network, is exploring other payment channels with India,  including  linking
Unified  payment   Interface  (UPI)  with  Faster  Payment  system  (FPS)  of  Bank  of
Russia. Also, Visa, Mastercard sanctions have  led  to  options  such  as  RuPay  and
MIR cards.

Russia and Ukraine are also largest exporters of wheat in the world, but owing to all
the sanctions on Russia and crisis in Ukraine, India has opportunity to  harvest  and
export  the  wheat  to  the  world.  As  per  USDA  reports,  in  last  4  years  India  has
produce wheat above estimates due to  high  yield  techniques.  Currently  India  is
self-sufficient  in  wheat  consumption.  (Prod.:  109  million  tons  cons.:  104  million,
current Export 1.75 million). Considering all  good,  India  can  be  market  leader  for
export of wheat owing to Russia-Ukraine crisis in near future.

Russia and Ukraine accounts for over 90% of sunflower  oil  imports  and  within  the
basket of fertilizers India imports from Russia for over 17% of Muriate of  potash  and
60% of Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. India now  has  challenge  to  look  for
alternate supply source for both edible oils  and  fertilizers,  even  though  it  will  be
expensive. (Nomura Holdings, Global financial advisory and securities firm)
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On   the   bright   side,   A   Sakthivel,  president  of  the  federation of  Indian  Export
Organizations (FIEO) said “Export  to  Russia  is  not  much,  only  in  agriculture and
pharmacy products. Now that the whole of the West  is  banning  Russia,  there  will
be lot of opportunities for Indian firms to enter Russia”. Although it might be double
edged  sword  considering  Iran-India  Rupee  trade  sanction,  where  US  imposed
product specific sanction. 

To conclude, “No one wins a war. It is true  there are  degrees  of  loss,  but  no  one
wins”. From the point of view of India being  neutral  is  only  the  win-win  situation.
Taking either of side will  impact  India  economically  and  strategically.  India  can
now focus on  Atma-nirbhar  Bharat  initiative,  recently  India  has  achieved  $400
billion exports up by 37% from 2020-21 figure. This depicts  the  country’s  resilience,
commitment and clearly shows that world trusts “Make in India” brands and future
beholds us!!
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